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Concert Hoist

(Optional function)



Electromagnetic     brake    will    brake 
synchronously  while the power off and 

ensure the definite safety while loading.

Electromagnetic  brake

Gear is  made  of alloy steel with   heat   treatment 
for steady operation and less wearing and tearing.

Mechanical Overload Device

Mechanical  overload  device ensures the  safety of 
structure.  When   the   generated  torque  due   to 
overload  is  greater  than   the  friction  torque   of 
mechanical overload, the motor will keep operating 
with the  mechanical  overload  as a slip  clutch  for 
failed   lifting   to  secure   operators   and  protect 
products  from  damage.

Aluminum alloy cast covers are rigid and light weight.

Waterproof cover is available for outdoor application.

Apply materials, MC Nylon, of chain lead plate to ensure the load chain operated smoothly.

Chain Lead 

Lead plate and chain wheel comply with the design of hoist housing to ensure load chain lifting up and down 
smoothly.

Accurate mechanical surface finish and heat treatment for extra strength, duration, and operation smoothly 
and stable with tiny wear and tear provide long lifespan for load shaft, chain lead device and load chain.
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Epoxy  powder  coated  covers  are  acre proof  for 
external environment.

Flight-Case (Optional function) Chain bag

Chain Stopper Load Chain Gear limit switch
 (Optional function)

Upper Hook Lower Hook Pendant

Flight-case  adopts  4  wheel drive design 
for easy carry with an aluminum frame all 
around. This   enhances  the  strength  of 
anti-collision,  and  easy  for storage. The 
end of load chain will be fixed position for 
easy search.

Special  designs of chain buckets which 
apply high tension canvas with features 
of high strength and wear proof.

Prevent load chain  from  falling 
out upon reaching maximum lift 
and   increase  the   application 
safety.

Applying high strength load chain 
ensures  longer  duration  and life 
span of load chain.

Gear  limit  switch  shall be easy    
adjusted  to required  positions. 
Prevent   the  damage  of  load   
chain over-wind and come
alive  the  limit switch  even on 
overload statues.

from 

Upper hooks apply material SF45C
to  cast  which  allow swiveled 360 
and are equipped with safety latch 
to enhance the loading safety.

Lower hooks apply material SF45C 
to  cast which  allow  swiveled 360 
and are equipped with safety latch 
to enhance the loading safety. 
Connection  plate  is  banded  and 
formed  by  high strength steel for 
excellent safety.

Apply  high   strength  integrated 
plastic formation for push bottom 

with  aesthetic  look resists strike.
Bottoms    are     designed     as 
waterproof with IP-65 protection.

(Optional function)
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Particularly designed and equipped for inverted or normal positions.

Special design of  excellence  load chain  collection whether normal or  inverted position.

Load spectrum conforms to FEM 2m / ISO M5 covering a wide range of applications.

Mat black non-reflecting coating.

Hooks with hot forged and heat  treatment  allow to be swiveled 360 ゚ and are equipped 

with safety latch to ensure proper hooking the load.

MC Nylon is applied for Load Chain Guide to ensure the load chain proper fitting the load 

sheave during operation and protect the load sheave from wet and dirt.

Overload  clutch  protects hoist  from  damage of  overload and ensures the life- span of 

hoist.

Operating with  highly  efficiently motor of 40%ED is quiet, light weight and  suitable for 

variable application.

Independent heavy-duty  DC  brakes of hoist  motors are able to eliminate heat rise and 

control the load securely.

Phase error relay as standard prevents motor from running when the phase is incorrectly 

connected.

Operates on single voltage between 220V~550V, 3 ph, 50 or 60 hz.

Low  control  voltage 48V as  standard for  operator safety;  other  control  voltages are 

available on request.

Features of SH 

Specification/Dimensions

2 Falls 1 Fall

(kg) MJIA B C D F H

Capacity

(kg)

Model Speed Fall No. Load Chain Motor

(kw x pole)

Weight 
of hoist

Dimension (mm)
(Dia x Pitch)

(mm)

(m/mim)

50Hz 60Hz

25

30

30

30

85

105

105

170

165

185

185

170

28

33

33

39

250

1000

SH-025-1

SH-100-1

4.0

4.0

1

1

φ4X12

φ7.1X20.2

0.25X4

0.75X4

30

47

410

620

135

156

18

23

205

247

175

221

500 SH-050-1 4.0 1 φ6.3X19.1 0.4X4 42 600 156 23 247 221

2000 SH-200-2 4.0 2 φ7.1X20.2 1.5X2 62 700 170 27 275 240

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3
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FAITH    PRACTICALITY    EFFICIENCY

Revision of March, 2011 (Edition No.4)  #950185

Due to the printing factors, the color of the 
subject to minor deviation from the physical objects.  

products is  

No further notice while sizes and dimensions update；
Quotations are based on practical dimensions.
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